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ABSTRACT

Queueing networks are sometimes used to model material
handling in flexible manufacturing systems. We explore the
use of a closed queueing network model to approximate
an intrabay automated material handling system (AMHS)
in semiconductor manufacturing. Rather than solving the
model analytically, we propose simulating it. Current indus-
try models are very complex and require long development
and run times. The simulated approximation can be used as
an easy and fast alternative. To compare the approximation
with the detailed models in use, we employ an information
taxonomy to classify AMHS models based on the amount
and types of information needed to model the system, and
to obtain desired output. This classification aids modelers
in determining the level of detail to incorporate in a model
based on the objectives of the simulation study.

1 INTRODUCTION

The need for and dependence on Automated Material Han-
dling Systems (AMHSs) in the semiconductor industry
has been increasing in recent years. With the move to
300mm wafers and fully-automated wafer fabrication facil-
ities (“fabs”), the ability to efficiently and accurately design
and control material handling is becoming more critical
(Nadoli and Pillai 1994; Jefferson and Pillai 1999).

Analytic approaches that address the design and control
of semiconductor AMHSs are limited. Moreover, the com-
plexity of these systems coupled with the uncertainties in a
fab make analytical modeling intractable. This makes sim-
ulation an attractive option for studying such systems, and it
is no surprise that simulation modeling has become the pri-
mary method for analyzing AMHSs (and fab operations in
general). Unfortunately, the level of detail and complexity
usually associated with AMHS simulation models can cause
excessive runtimes. Mackulak and Savory (2001) describe
a study in which the desired AMHS experiments took over
250 hours of simulation time. Many different approaches
have been taken to combat this problem, as well as the prob-
lem of extensive simulation development times. For exam-
ple, Mackulak and Savory (2001) and Jefferson and Pillai
(1999) combine simulation models with statistical design
of experiments (DOE) to reduce the number of required
runs. Paprotny et al. (2000) distribute simulations across
machines to reduce runtimes. Mackulak et al. (1998) de-
scribe generic AMHS simulations that can be built upon to
significantly reduce the development time.

Though analytic work on semiconductor AMHS is lim-
ited, there exists considerable work on analytic models for
material handling systems in flexible manufacturing systems
(FMSs) (see Johnson and Brandeau (1996) for a survey of
work in this area). Many models use M/G/c approxi-
mations for the system. Other approaches include integer
and nonlinear programming models. A disadvantage of
math programming is that it does not capture the variability
inherent in AMHSs easily.

To incorporate variability, Tanchoco and Egbelu (1987)
use a closed queueing network approximation software to
determine the number of automatic guided vehicles (AGVs)
required in a material transportation system. They com-
pare the analytic results of this queueing approximation
to simulation results and find that the approximation pro-
duces lower bounds on the number of vehicles. Curry et al.
(2003) develop a closed queueing network model of a fixed-
route material handling system. They show that the analytic
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results are statistically identical to simulation results, but
that the time to solve the analytic model is exponential in
the number of transporters in the system. In this paper,
we propose a simulation-based closed queueing network
approximation of an intrabay AMHS that can help allevi-
ate some of the problems with the current approach for
simulating semiconductor AMHS.

Long simulation run times are one of the primary prob-
lems with current semiconductorAMHS simulations. Rather
than trying to reduce run times by distributing runs across
machines or reducing the number of required runs, some
simulation methodologies take an alternate approach to the
simulation modeling itself. For example, simplified simu-
lation models can be used to approximate system behavior.
Because they underestimate the variability, safety factors
are introduced to compensate. In Wu et al. (1999), the
authors use data on existing systems to approximate the
size of the safety factor. A similar approach is taken in
Rasmidatta et al. (2002), where the authors use a simplified
simulation known as a resource-driven (RD) simulation as
a control variate for the full simulation, known as a job-
driven (JD) simulation (Schruben and Roeder 2003). RD
simulation runtimes tend to be shorter than JD runtimes,
and the authors develop calibration metrics to adjust the
RD output to be more in-line with the JD output.

While the common modeling approach for semicon-
ductor AMHS has been to simulate in great detail, there are
several reasons for using simplified or approximate simu-
lation models:

1. Use of appropriate level of detail: Often, AMHS
simulation models are used to analyze systems
that do not yet exist. In other cases, the simu-
lation models systems that are changing, making
the model or original data used obsolete. In both
cases, a minimal amount of accurate input data is
available (Jefferson and Pillai 1999). Building a
detailed model of a system where the details may
not be known, or are known with limited accuracy,
is a poor use of modeling resources. It may be
wiser to use an approximate model that captures
the important elements of the system, rather than
implementing details and gaining a false sense of
confidence in the results of the simulation.

2. Shorter development time: Because less detail is
included in the model, development time can be
significantly reduced.

3. Reduced number of errors: Including fewer de-
tails in the model reduces the opportunity to in-
troduce errors into the model; this includes both
programming and modeling errors. (The approx-
imation itself will not capture all system aspects.
In contrast to programming bugs, these “errors”
are introduced explicitly and intentionally in the
decision to use the approximation.)

In this paper, we investigate using a closed queueing net-
work simulation model as an approximation of the intrabay
AMHS. The objective of this study is to determine if the
approximation can provide either estimates of performance
measures that are within reasonable degrees of error, or
reliable and useful bounds on the performance measures. A
more detailed simulation model is developed to aid in the
estimation of error from the approximation based simula-
tion model. To compare the two models, we introduce an
information taxonomy that explicitly shows the difference
between the two models in terms of the information used.
The approximation model uses less information than the
detailed simulation model; hence one of the important as-
pects that we investigate is the amount of information (level
of detail) that is necessary to achieve reasonably accurate
estimates of desired performance measures.

In Section 2, we describe semiconductor AMHS in gen-
eral, and intrabay AMHS in particular. Section 3 introduces
and justifies the proposed closed queueing network approxi-
mation. Section 4 outlines the information taxonomy, which
is then used in Section 5 to compare the two simulation
models. We give concluding remarks in Section 6.

2 AMHS IN SEMICONDUCTOR
MANUFACTURING

Automated material handling in semiconductor manufactur-
ing facilities has come a long way since its inception. Floor-
based systems such as the Rail Guided Vehicles (RGVs)
and Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) have been replaced
with overhead systems. Jefferson and Pillai (1999) describe
several reasons why overhead systems are superior to floor-
based systems, e.g., greater personnel safety, smaller foot-
print, and better scalability. The advent of 300mm wafers
have made the AMHS a critical component of the fab; it
is no longer practical to hand-carry a lot, which typically
consists of 20-25 wafers in an enclosed container known
as a Front Opening Unified Pod (FOUP) and can weigh up
to 16 lbs (compared to around 8 lbs in 200mm).

Processing equipment (tools) in fabs are located in
bays; the number and types of tools in a bay can vary.
The AMHS consists of interbay and intrabay systems. The
interbay system is responsible for transporting lots between
bays for processing or storage. The systems interface at
stockers, which also serve as storage for lots that cannot be
processed immediately. Lots are dropped off at stockers by
the interbay system. The Overhead Hoist Vehicles (OHVs)
of the intrabay system pick up the lots and move them to
a tool for processing. Once processing is complete, OHVs
return the lots to the stocker, where they are picked up by
the interbay system.
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The intrabay system, the focus of this paper, consists
of an overhead track on which OHVs travel. An OHV
carries one lot in a FOUP and is able to interface with the
stocker and the processing equipment to pick up or unload
a FOUP. We will collectively refer to the overhead track,
the OHVs, the stockers, and the processing equipment
within a bay as the intrabay system. A generic intrabay
system is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Intrabay System

We now present a closed queueing network approxi-
mation of the intrabay system.

3 CLOSED QUEUEING NETWORK
APPROXIMATION

Closed queueing networks are often used to model
production systems (Duenyas and Hopp 1990; Govind
2004). In closed queueing network models, the numbers
of jobs (N ) and machines (M) are fixed, with the jobs
cycling around and visiting the machines in sequence
as shown in Figure 2. In a semiconductor AMHS, the
cycling of jobs can be abstracted by considering the
“jobs” to be the OHVs in an intrabay system (rather than
the lots). An OHV may pick up a load from a stocker
and drop it off at a machine, traversing machines on
the way; or it may pick up a load from a machine and
drop it off at a stocker, again traversing machines on its
way. We see the same behavior in closed queueing networks.
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Figure 2: Closed Queueing Network
We model the intrabay AMHS using this closed queue-
ing network approach as follows. The stocker in an intrabay
system is modeled as one of the M machines in Figure 2,
say machine M . The arrival of lots to the stocker from
the interbay system can be approximated as arrivals to this
machine. Note that the system is still a closed network
since we are modeling the cycles of resources, the OHVs,
and not the flow of jobs or lots. This is in the spirit of RD
simulations discussed earlier. Say an OHV in the real sys-
tem needs to transport a lot from the stocker (machine M)
to a tool, say machine 2. In the closed queueing network,
the OHV will proceed from machine M to machine M − 1,
get “processed” at machine M − 1 with a zero processing
time, move on to machine M − 2, again get processed with
a zero processing time, and so on until it reaches machine 2.
At machine 2, the OHV will unload the lot (get “serviced”
at the machine), and is then free to pick up a waiting lot (if
it exists) from machine 2 or machine 1 to transport the lot
to the stocker. If no lots are waiting, the OHV continues
cycling through the system with zero processing time at the
machines until it finds a lot at the stocker or a machine.

This is clearly a simplification of the real system. The
fact that the closed queueing network is only a simplified
approximation of the real system brings up the question
of the usefulness of such a model, especially in terms of
the accuracy of the results that can be obtained. We will
provide a comparison of the approximation and a more
detailed simulation model in Section 5, after introducing an
information taxonomy in Section 4 to aid in the comparison.

4 INFORMATION TAXONOMY

While clearly there will be differences between a detailed
model and the approximation in Section 3, an explicit, quan-
tifiable list of the differences is helpful for comparing the
models. To develop this list, we use an information taxon-
omy proposed in (Roeder 2004). We do not use the term
“taxonomy” in its strictest sense. Rather, we are using it
to describe a means of systematically organizing the infor-
mation contained in a system or a model of a system. The
classification is independent of the implementation chosen
(e.g., a process interaction versus an activity scanning-based
simulation), but does depend on the purpose of the model.

There are several characteristics by which we can cat-
egorize information. Each group of characteristics is ex-
clusive and exhaustive, but the groups are not mutually
exclusive. The groups are described below, and the taxon-
omy is shown in Figure 3.

General system or entity-specific: Information is ei-
ther general information about the system (e.g., number of
resources), or related specifically to entities (e.g., job j ’s
waiting time in queue). We refer to general information
as “non-subscripted” and to entity-specific information as
“subscripted.” Subscripted information is typically relevant
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Figure 3: Information Taxonomy

if we are interested in the differences between system en-
tities. If the differences are less important in the context
of the current study than the similarities, it may not be
necessary to maintain this information. Aggregating infor-
mation on similar entities into general system information
can reduce the memory and computational effort required
for the simulation.

Subscripted: Resource or job: Subscripted information
can be further subdivided into information pertaining to
resources (e.g., last failure time) and jobs (e.g., sojourn
time). Usually, the number of resources is fixed during a
simulation run, while the number of jobs may vary. The
number of jobs can be significantly larger than the number of
resources, especially for large or congested systems. In these
cases, the memory and computational cost of maintaining
job information can be significant.

Subscripted: Local or global: Subscripted information
is either local or global. (All non-subscripted information
can be considered global.) An example of local job infor-
mation is the waiting time at the current queue, while global
job information is the job’s arrival time to the system. Local
information need only be maintained while the job is at its
current location. In contrast, global information must be
tracked during the job’s entire existence in the system. In
some cases, we may be able to reduce the complexity of the
model by only tracking jobs explicitly in certain parts of the
model, e.g., at the bottleneck. Most resource information
is global.

Modeling, statistics, or both: The information included
may be needed to model the system (e.g., job routing), to
collect the desired output statistics (e.g., the cumulative
time spent in repair), or for both (e.g., resource utilization).
This categorization is of interest because it can highlight
that certain pieces of information are not necessary. For
example, if we wish to estimate the average queue size for a
G/G/s queueing system, the only variable required to model
the system is the number of jobs in the system. (Collecting
statistics requires an additional variable, the cumulative area
under the queue versus time curve.) Explicit job information
need not be stored.

Static or dynamic: Information may be either static
(usually input parameters) or dynamic. For example, the
G/G/s model mentioned above has one piece of static
information, s, and two pieces of dynamic information, the
number of jobs in queue and the queue accumulator.

Although we will not do so here, the information
taxonomy can be used for complexity analyses of models
(Roeder 2004). In the next section, we describe the
differences between the approximation and a detailed
simulation model using the taxonomy’s formalism.

5 COMPARISON

To answer the question regarding the usefulness of the
approximation, we developed two simulation models: a
simulation model that captures the detailed workings of the
intrabay system, and an approximate model based on the
closed queueing network.

The detailed model is an attempt at an AMHS intrabay
simulation at the level of detail commonly used in the semi-
conductor industry. This model explicitly tracks each OHV’s
location, models intelligent assignment of lots to OHVs, etc.
There is a significant difference in the development time for
the two models. While the approximation was developed
in only a few days, the “full” model used as a comparison
required several weeks. The development times highlight
the value of considering alternate approaches. Both models
were developed in SIGMA, an event scheduling simulation
package (Schruben and Schruben 2001).

The biggest difference between the two approaches
is in how OHVs are modeled. In the full model, they
are modeled explicitly: Both local and global subscripted
information is used. This explicit modeling allows us to
capture OHV blocking (when an OHV is prevented from
moving forward by another OHV), which uses dynamic
global job information; in order to model blocking, we
must know the locations and statuses of all OHVs in the
bay. Local OHV information is used to model OHV behavior
at machine loadports.

This same local OHV information is the only OHV
information used in the approximation. Because we do
not store global OHV information, we are not able to
explicitly model blocking. However, the amount of time
OHVs are blocked is captured in the amount of time vehicles
spend in queue at machines. The difficulty of modeling
OHV blocking is circumvented, a significant savings in
both development time and data manipulations required is
achieved; only a fraction of the OHV information tracked
in the full model is used (local information for a subset of
OHVs versus local and global information for all OHVs).

The second large set of information not used in the
approximation is lot information. In the approximation, lots
are represented implicitly at machines as busy/idle loops,
and using integer counts of the number of lots waiting at the
different positions in the system, global system information.
In contrast, the full model maintains a record for each job;
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unlike in the approximation, job waiting times and order in
queue are known. The memory requirements for the full
model increase as a function of the number of lots in the
system. The memory requirements and execution speed for
the RD approximation are insensitive to system congestion.

Both models include the same information on machines
and loadports.

Vehicle blocking is not the only thing that cannot be
explicitly modeled because of lack of information in the
approximation. For example, because we are not explicitly
modeling lots or OHVs in the approximation, lots are not
assigned to OHVs when the lots arrive at the stocker, or
complete service at machines. Rather, passing OHVs check
whether there is a queue of lots waiting. This tends to
underestimate the average time that a lot waits for an OHV
pickup. The lack of information also reduces the available
output statistics. For example, because the approximation
does not track lots, we do not know the distribution of lot
waiting times; however, mean waiting times by lot type are
available (see Roeder (2004) for a method for estimating
delay distributions in RD models).

The approximation can capture the major elements of
the intrabay system such as the movement of the OHVs,
dropoff and pickup at machines and stockers, interaction of
the OHVs with the machine loadports, and processing of lots
at machines. As mentioned above, blocking is captured via
the machine queues. In addition, a simulation of a closed
queueing network model can provide us with estimates of
performance measures such as the average delivery time
and the average waiting time for an OHV.

Although we do not provide detailed empirical results
here, the preliminary results from the comparison of the two
models are promising. For example, the number of moves
for the systems are comparable, and the approximation
appears to provide a good lower bound on average queue
sizes. A full comparison of the approaches will be presented
in a future publication.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose an alternate closed queueing
network-based approach to simulating intrabay AMHS in
semiconductor manufacturing. The advantages of the ap-
proach introduced here are that it is simple to implement,
and has far fewer data requirements than an explicit model
of the system. Using an information taxonomy, we are
able to quantify the differences between the explicit AMHS
simulation and the queueing network approximation both in
terms of the information needed to develop the models, and
in terms of the output statistics that are available from the
two models. The approximation is able to provide estimates
of most of the major performance measures that are tracked
in the complex AMHS models in use today.
An approximation that can provide estimates that are
comparable with those of the complete model could be a
valuable addition to the AMHS design and analysis toolbox
because of its ease of development and use. The statistics that
can be obtained from it may be sufficient to eliminate certain
system configurations without using valuable resources.
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